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Abst ract - -The  analysis of polygonal forms and their form transitions using normal deforma- 
tions [1] has been extended to a global analysis of form spaces for polygonal forms specified by 
N points in a plane. Coincidences of the points are explicitly allowed, and the origin of the form 
space is taken to correspond to a coincidence of all N points. This choice is natural since for every 
form there exists a totally symmetric deformation leading to exactly this configuration. 
The form space F for N points in a plane is a 2N-dimensional Euclidean space whose points 
represent all possible N-vertex polygons (simple and self-intersecting ones). By fixing the centres of 
gravity of the forms in the origin of the x, y plane, the dimension of the form space reduces to 2N - 2 
to give a reduced form space F*. Within the form spaces, isosymmetric manifolds (geometric loci of 
all forms having the same symmetry G) axe determined. These manifolds inscribed in a form space F 
define the corresponding symmetry space S. The symmetry G (S*) of the reduced symmetry space 
for three points has been determined in part. The four-dimensional symmetry group 21/04 has been 
found to be a subgroup of the full (noncrystallographic) symmetry of S*. For some cases, the relation 
G (F*) C_ G (S*) has been exemplified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Forms and their  symmetr ies  are a very old topic [2,3]. Powerful tools have been developed for 
the descr ipt ion and handl ing both of forms and symmetr ies.  Sets of re lated forms can be best  
invest igated within a form space [1], i.e., a space in which each point  corresponds to a certa in 
form. For the construct ion of such form spaces there exist different possibi l it ies: in [4], the 
Fourier coefficients of forms have been used as coordinates of the form space, whereas in [1], the 
coord inates  of the vertices of simple polygonal forms or their  deformations relat ive to a reference 
form serve this  purpose. In general, the result ing form spaces are higher-dimensional  Euc l idean 
spaces. On the other hand, symmetr ies  of forms can be descr ibed using the means of group 
theory  [2,3,5]. Combin ing these two concepts, isosymmetric manifolds can be constructed,  i.e., 
geometr ic  loci of forms with equal symmetry  within the form space [1]. 
In [1], a local analysis of the form space has been presented by considering differential defor- 
mat ions of given forms based on the concepts of normal deformations [1] or normal coordinates, 
the la t ter  being famil iar to molecular spectroscopists ( ee, for instance, [6-9]). I t  is, however, 
desirable to extend these considerat ions to a global analysis of the form space and to investi- 
gate the general  relat ionships between arb i t rary  forms within this space instead of re lat ionships 
I am grateful to E. J. W. Whittaker (Oxford) for his comments on the 4-dimensional symmetry group G t (S*). 
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merely between immediate neighbours. Furthermore, the question of the symmetry of the form 
space itself should be tackled. In this paper, the ideas described in [1] will be extended in both 
directions. As in [1], the analysis is done for polygonal forms in Euclidean two-space E2, which 
will be specified by the coordinates ofN points in this space (cf. [10, Volume 7, p. 220]). Whereas 
the present paper is concerned with forms built from 2 and 3 points, 4-point forms and a general 
discussion are left to Part II [11]. 
2. THE ROLE OF TOTALLY SYMMETRIC  DEFORMATIONS 
Since forms are specified by the positions of N points, the deformation of a form can be 
described by a set of correlated vectorial displacements of all points. Such deformations may be 
classified by their symmetry properties using the representation theory I of groups [1]. Although 
the analysis presented in [1] was a local one, it gave a hint at a global relationship in stating: A 
deformation belonging to the totally symmetric representation under symmetry GI may lead to a 
higher symmetry G D G ~, and thus induce an ascent in symmetry. 
There are two cases in which an ascent in symmetry can be expected with certainty. First, if the 
starting form 9 ~ has only one totally symmetric deformation, it must necessarily (in one direction 
or its opposite) lead to the coincident-points configuration ("Cp," all N points coincident), and 
thus, to the highest possible symmetry ]])~o -- 0(2) .2 Second, a deformation which is known to 
lead from a supergroup G to the group G' under study (G t C G) must necessarily in the opposite 
direction lead back to G (reversibility of deformations [1]). 
If there exist two totally symmetric deformations, then all linear combinations of them will 
also belong to the totally symmetric representation. The question is then, whether all of these 
combinations will also lead to a higher symmetry or not. In the following, this question will be 
dealt with empirically by looking at two examples: rectangles (symmetry D~) and symmetric 
trapezoids (symmetry ll)~). 
2.1. Example  1: Rectangles (Symmetry  ]I)~) 
The analysis of rectangles i  carried out on the lines of [1]. For every vertex point Pi, the local 
Cartesian vectors xi and yi are taken as basis for a representation f the symmetry group D~. 
The characters X for the representation are then: 
x(E)  : s, ~(C2) : 0, ~(~x) : 0, x (~y)  : 0 (1) 
(E: identity, C2: twofold rotation, ~x, ay: reflections in symmetry lines along the coordinate 
axes x and y, respectively). This representation F is reducible to 
F = 2. A1 + 2. A2 + 2. B1 + 2. B2 (2) 
(cf. [1]). After subtraction of the irreducible representations corresponding to the translations 
Tx (B2) and Ty (B1), and to the rotation Rz (A2), 3 one gets the representation Fdef for the 
1The representation theory of groups for the description of normal vibrations of molecules (a problem very similar 
to the one investigated here), the reduction of reducible representations, and characters (traces) of the trans- 
formation matrices are described in [6, Chapters 5.6ff; 7, Chapter 4; 8 Chapter 2.2ff; 9 Chapter 1.6ff]. A totally 
symmetric representation is an irreducible representation whose characters are all equal to 1. 
2There are only two types of two-dimensional point groups: C~ and ID~ (in contrast to three-dimensional symmetry 
groups, two-dimensional groups will be marked with an asterisk since the definitions of D groups are different for E 2 
and E3). C~ denotes a rotation group (cyclic group) having only an n-fold rotation point C~; D~ denotes a dihedral 
group consisting of an n-fold rotation point and n mirror lines (or). I use the Schoenflies-Niggli nomenclature; 
the corresponding international (Hermann-Mauguin) symbols are: n for C~, m for D~, mm for IDa, nm for D~, 
(n odd), and nmm for D~ (n even) [12]. Group D~ may be synonymically termed O(2) since it corresponds to 
the orthogonal group of Euclidean two-space E2 [13]. Symmetry elements and symmetry operations in ~.3 will be 
typed in standard or greek letters (E, Cn, a); for their operators or transformation matrices I will use a caret (G'n, 
etc.). Symmetry operations in E 4 are written in boldface. 
3This information is contained in every character table (see the references given above). Note that for the planar 
groups C~ and D~,, the character tables of the three-dimensional groups Cn and Cnv, respectively, can be used 
(cf. [1]). For the rotation about the origin of the x,y plane, the symbol Rz from E 3 has been taken over. 
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genuine deformations of the rectangle: 
Fde f = 2. A1 + A2 Jr By + B2. (3) 
Thus, the rectangle has two totally symmetric (A1) deformations (Figure 1). Their existence 
indicates that there are two degrees of freedom of isosymmetric deformations of the rectangle 
(deformations not changing its symmetry). This means, in turn, that the rectangle is embedded 
in a two-dimensional D~ isosymmetric manifold (cf. [1,14]) and that all forms resulting from linear 
combinations of the two A1 deformations also lie within this very manifold (linear combinations 
of A1 and A2 deformations have been depicted in Figures l(i)-(1)). 
(a) A1 (b) A1 (c) A2 (d) A2 
(e) B1 (f) B2 (g) B1 (h) B2 
(i) A1 (j) A1 (k) A2 (1) A2 
Figure 1. Normal deformations of a rectangle and their symmetry classes: (a), (b), 
(d), (e), (f) genuine deformations, (c) rotation Rz, (g), (h) translations T v and Tx, 
(i), (j) linear combinations of the A1 deformations, (k), (1) linear combinations of 
the A2 deformations. 
Since the two A1 deformations are orthogonal, they span a simple two-dimensional form space F f 
containing all rectangular forms whose symmetry is at least D~. This form space can be con- 
structed as follows. The two symmetry lines of a rectangle will be taken to coincide with the 
coordinate axes. Then, a rectangle may be specified by the coordinates of a single point P = (x, y) 
on the precondition that this point will subsequently be reflected in both coordinate axes to give 
the missing three points of the rectangle. The two degrees of freedom of moving point P in the 
plane without changing the symmetry of the resulting rectangle correlate with the two above- 
mentioned A1 deformations. Thus, the form space Ff corresponds to the Euclidean x, y plane, 4
and each point of it represents a certain rectangle (Figure 2). 
The origin of the form space F ? then corresponds to a coincidence of all four vertices in one 
point (form Cp), this configuration having the highest possible planar symmetry (D~o). A vector 
starting from point P corresponds to a deformation of the rectangle and at the same time to a 
4Strictly speaking, the form space of rectangles may be restricted to the positive quadrant including the axes (so 
that x, y _> 0). In this case, only a single rectangle out of 12 rotationally different permutations of the vertex points 
constitutes the rectangular basis form in this space (cf. [11]). For didactical reasons, I shall use the whole x,y 
plane as form space so that P may also lie in the other three quadrants, giving rise to two enantiomeric rectangles 
and their rotated counterparts. 
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x y '~/~i~'~,~ H~"~"xlx[~ -I C
. .  E,~,D 
Figure 2. Deformations of a rectangle. Point P = (x, y) specifying the whole form 
is the upper ight vertex. T~el, 7~e2: geometric loci of similar ectangles; Sql, •q2: 
loci of squares; £dl, /:d2: loci of linear dumbbell forms. For an explanation ofthe 
vectors A... J, see the text. 
form transition. Since such a vector will likewise be reflected in the mirror lines (coordinate axes), 
the resulting deformation will have the symmetry of the rectangle, and thus, belong to symmetry 
class A1. Arbitrary vectors starting from P thus represent all possible linear combinations of 
the two A1 deformations of this rectangle. Furthermore, the line through the origin and P 
is the geometric locus of rectangles with constant side-lengths ratio b/a which are, therefore, 
geometrically similar. In this way, lines Sql and Sq2 in Figure 2 correspond to squares (b/a = 1), 
and the l ines/:dl and f~d2 to linear dumbbell forms (b/a = 0 and b/a = c~, respectively), both 
being special cases of rectangles. The remaining form space is filled with rectangles of different 
side-lengths ratios (Figure 2). 
The deformation vectors depicted in Figure 2 lead to the following forms: 
(i) Deformation A corresponds to nl in Figure la. It gives rectangles which are geometrically 
similar to the starting form so that shape and symmetry of the forms are constant for 
arbitrary extents of the deformation. In the opposite direction, deformation F leads to 
the coincident-points configuration Cp having symmetry D~, and on the other side of the 
origin to "inverse" rectangles which correspond to the starting form, rotated through 180 ° 
(cf. Section 3.1). 
(ii) Deformation B leads to rectangles of decreasing b/a ratios. For an increasing extent of 
the deformation, b/a asymptotically approaches the value b/a = 1 of the square. 
(iii) Deformation C corresponds to n~ in Figure lj. It also gives rectangles with decreasing 
b/a ratios, but the value b/a = 1 of the square will be reached for a finite extent of 
the deformation (line C crosses the locus Sql of squares). After it, the character of the 
rectangle is reversed, its horizontal extension ow exceeding its height. 
(iv) Deformation D is nearly identical with n2 in Figure lb. It crosses the locus Sql of squares 
and later on the locus/:dl of dumbbells but never reaches Sq2. 
i v) Along deformation E, one gets a form transition from the rectangle via a square (Sql) 
and a dumbbell (/:dl) to another square (Sq2) and a rectangle (T~e2) whose b/a ratio is 
equal to that of T~el, and finally to rectangles with unlimitedly increasing b/a ratios. 
For all other deformations, the form transitions connected with them can be inferred in an 
analogous manner. The dumbbell forms /:dl and /:d2 are not especially interesting in two- 
dimensional forms, but in E 3 they are connected with D~h symmetry, and thus, with an abrupt 
symmetry transition. 
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In summary, all vectors which lead away from P and cross Sql or Sq2 correspond to deforma- 
tions resulting at least once in a square, and thus, in an ascent in symmetry. The only vectors not 
crossing the square loci directly are those in the region between I and B, but since a deformation 
vector and its opposite are considered to represent the same deformation, we find: All totally 
symmetric deformations of the rectangle lead to a higher symmetry (in one special case to D*~, 
but otherwise to D~--a square). 
2.2. Example  2. Symmetr ic  T rapezo ids  (Symmetry  D~) 
A symmetric trapezoid has symmetry IDa, the reduction of the 8-dimensional representation 
spanned by local Cartesian vectors gives 
F = 4. A1 +4.A2 .  (4) 
Since Tx, Ty, and Rz belong 5 to A2, A1, and A2, respectively, one gets 
Fdef ~- 3- A1 + 2 • A2, (5) 
i.e., there are 3 totally symmetric (A1) deformations (they are analogous to Figures la,b,e). 
For a symmetric trapezoid, there axe three degrees of freedom in the variation of the form: the 
x coordinates of two points and the y coordinate of one point may be varied independently 
(cf. Figure 3a). 
dn 3 
s¢  .2,Y2..4.s 
5 2,4 
(a) Deformations of a symmetric trapezoid (~)~) to a 
similar trapezoid and to the coincident-points config- 
uration Cp (dml), to linear D~ forms (din2, din3), to a 
rectangle (din4), and to a square (dins). For the sake 
of clarity, only the indices i of the deformations dml 
are given in the picture. Point P1 is above right; the 
other points follow counterclockwise. 
Figure 3. 
roD2 
(b) The form space ]Ft of symmetric trapezoids 
spanned by the coordinates dnl, dn2, and dn3 (see 
text). 
It can be seen that there exists a totally symmetric deformation (din1 in Figure 3a) leading to 
D~> (form Cp): 
din1 = -dx l  - 2dyl + dx2 - 2dy2 + 3dx3 -F 2dy3 - 3dx4 + 2dy4 (6) 
5Note that the three-dimensional analogue to D~ is Clv and not Cs -- Clh, so that the irreducible representations 
of ~ are classified as A1 and A2 instead of A ~ and A" as in conventional character tables. 
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or, generally, for arbitrary 4-point polygons: 
dml = -x~.dx l  - y~.dy l  - x~.dx2  - y~.dy2 - x~.dx3  - y~.dy3-  x~.dx4  - y~.dy4 (7) 
X 0 O. ( i, Yi" coordinates of point Pi). There exist two other deformations which belong to class A1 
and lead to D~ symmetry (Figure 3a): 
dm2 = -dx l  + dx2 + 3. dx3 - 3.  dx4, (8) 
din3 = -2dy l  - 2dy2 + 2dy3 + 2dy4. (9) 
Deformation dm2 leads to a dumbbell form (form "/:d": (5-  ® ),6 and dm3 to a linear symmetric 
form (Es: * - * - • -*), both with ]I)~ symmetry. It can be seen that din1 is a linear combination 
of these latter deformations: 
dml = dm2 + din3. (10) 
Further deformations are: 
dm4 = dxl - dx2 + 3. dx3 - 3.  dx4, 
dm5 = 2 • dxl - 2 • dx2 + 2. dx3 - 2.  dx4. 
(11) 
(12)  
They result in a rectangle (l~) and a square (IDa), respectively. Analogous to the rectangle of 
Figure 2, all deformations drni define directions in the form space in which isosymmetric manifolds 
of higher symmetries will be reached. 
The deformations dmi are not linearly independent, but they may be converted to give the 
following orthogonal set of deformations. (On the right, the forms resulting from an application 
of the respective deformation to the coincident-points configuration Cp -- (~ are given. The 
symbols ~:0, l:d and L:s will be explained in [11]; cf. Table 3 for similar forms.) 
dn~ = dxl - dx2, 
dn~ = dx3 - dx4, 
dn3 = dyl + dy2 - dy3-  dy4, 
or more homogeneously (such that all 
(L:o : • - ® - . ) ,  
(Z :o  : • - ® - - ) ,  
(Z:d: ®-  G)), 
deformations result in Z:d forms): 7
dnl = dn~ + dn~ = dXl - dx2 + dx3 - dx4, 
dn2 = dn~ - dn~ = dxl - dx2 - dx3 + dx4, 
dn3 = dyt + dy2 - dy3 - dy4, 
(42  - 31) ,  
(32  - 41) ,  
(43 - 21 rotated). 
(13) 
(14)  
6For schemes of forms in the  text, the following symbols  will be used: . :  a single point, ®: two coincident points, 
*: three coincident points, (B: four coincident points, • : a short distance, - :  a longer distance. 
7To characterise forms by describing the individual point positions, the points P1,.  • •, PN are denoted by 1 , . . . ,  N.  
Shorter and longer distances are symbol ised by • and - ;  numbers  without  space signify coincident points. The  
symbol  2/3 - 1/4 means  a rectangle (points 1 and 2 are located "above" 3 and 4). 
Then, all symmetric trapezoidal forms (without their rotated variants) may be represented by 
the points of a three-dimensional form space ~'f spanned by these coordinates (Figure 3b). The 
origin of ~'f corresponds to coincident points (Cp). On the coordinate axes of this space, one has 
f_.d forms (on dnl and dn2 they are along the x axis, but on dn3 along the y axis). The (dnl, dn2) 
plane contains £:s forms except on the diagonals where l:o forms are (all having D~ symmetry). 
The planes (dnl, dn3) and (dn2, dn3) contain rectangles (]I)~), but the diagonals of these planes 
correspond to squares (]I)~). The remaining space is filled with symmetric trapezoids (D~). Thus, 
the form space displayed in Figure 3b contains all symmetric trapezoidal forms including their 
special cases (linear forms, rectangles and squares). 
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Figure 3b shows that the isosymmetric manifolds in F t (i.e., the symmetry space S t) have 
D4h symmetry with the C4 axis along dn3. This is also the symmetry of the form space iF t itself: 
all symmetry transformations of D4h convert forms ~- E F t into congruent ones (not shown). 
In Figure 3b, all symmetric trapezoids are located in orthants which are bounded by D~ planes 
intersecting rectangularly. Thus, every deformation of a given trapezoid (or its opposite) will in- 
tersect a manifold of higher symmetry (D~ or D~). From each trapezoidal point, three orthogonal 
directions can be chosen such that the first one leads to D*,  a second one to D~, and a third one 
to ID~ or even to D~. The results can be summarised as follows: 
(i) In a polygon with symmetry G there exists at least one totally symmetric deformation. It
consists of displacements of each point Pi along the line PiO (O: origin) so that the lengths 
of the displacement vectors are proportional to the distances PiO. This deformation leads 
to a coincidence of all vertices in the origin (Cp), and thus, to symmetry ]I)~. 
(ii) If Fdef contains M more totally symmetric representations, then there are M more linearly 
independent (orthogonal) deformations which in the examples discussed led to higher 
symmetries (i.e., to supergroups of G). 
3. FORMS AND THE H IERARCHY OF  FORM SPACES 
3.1.  Forms 
Throughout this paper, a form ~" will be specified by N points Pi in a plane: 
~" ---- {P1,. . . ,  PN}. (15) 
If the points Pi are connected by lines, then the form may be interpreted as a (simple or self- 
intersecting [10, Volume 7, p. 220]) polygon. Coincidences of points will be explicitly allowed 
so that there are also forms which I shall call degenerate (characterised by a coincidence of two 
or more points). They will play a particular ole throughout this paper, especially since the 
coincident-points configuration (Cp) will be chosen as the origin of the different form spaces. 
The symmetry G (5 r) of a form 9 v is then given by all operations G which map the set of points 
constituting the form onto itself: 
G(~) = {G I G..~'- ~'}. (16) 
Since the numbering of points is absolutely insignificant, hese operations are not only rotations 
and reflections but also permutations of the points. 
Forms will be characterised by the coordinates of the points constituting them: 
~(r)  = (xl, Yl, x2, Y2,..., XN, YN). (see footnoteS). (17) 
For every form 5 r there exists a correlated form 9 v-  given by 
~'-  (r) = (-x l ,  --Yl, --X2, - -Y2, ' ' ' ,  --XN, --YN) (18) 
which will be called "inverse form" since in E 3 all coordinates will be inverted (in E 2, the form 
is rotated through 180°). Of course, ~'-  is congruent with ~. 
An important characteristic of a form is the number of parameters which can be varied inde- 
pendently to change this form or especially its shape (degrees or freedom f). Since in E 2 there are 
2N coordinates, there exist 2N degrees of freedom in the choice of them. However, not all degrees 
of freedom correspond to a shape variation of the form: four of them correlate with 2 translations 
8Since different coordinate systems will be used (e.g., r, n, m), the type of coordinates i  normally indicated as 
~(n), ~'(r), etc., where r stands for Cartesian coordinates. 
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(variation of the x and y positions of the form's centre of gravity), with a rotation (variation of 
the orientation angle qo of the form), and with a size variation (changing the mean distance of 
the points from the origin by a homothetic transformation). After a separation of these degrees 
of freedom there remain the degrees of freedom corresponding to a shape variation of the form. 
This separation can be done by considering solely forms with a standard orientation and size 
whose centres of gravity lie in the origin. As an example, the coordinates of a general triangle 
may be constrained by the following relations: 
Xl + x2 + x3 = 0, (19a) 
Yl + Y2 + Y3 -- 0, (19b) 
Yl = 0, (19c) 
xl = 1. (19d) 
Equations (19a,b) fix the centre of gravity of the triangle in the origin, equation (19c) prevents a
rotation by fixing P1 on the x axis, whereas equation (19d) prescribes the distance of P1 from the 
origin, and therefore, the size of the triangle (the latter constraint may be formulated in different 
ways). In summary, there are only two parameters left which will in fact change the shape 
of a general triangle, 9 whereas the constrained parameters determine the size, the orientation 
(rotation angle) and the translational positions (in x and y directions) of the triangle. Therefore, 
a general triangle will be termed a two-parameter form. Since translation, rotation and size 
variation are effective with all forms (except gp, vide infra), N points in a plane can specify at 
most (2N-  4)-parameter forms. Special forms (e.g., an equilateral triangle) will have less degrees 
of freedom of shape variation. 
3.2. Form Spaces and Mani fo lds  
The 2N independent coordinates of N points in a plane span a 2N-dimensional Euclidean 
space 
= {(Xl, yl, x2, y2 , . . . ,  xN, yN)} (20) 
which can be interpreted as a form space since every point P or vector OP (O: origin) in it 
corresponds to a certain form ~-(r). On the other hand, vectors 
dr = (dxl, dyl, dx2, dy2,..., dxN, dyN), 
Ar = (Ax l ,Ay l ,Ax2,  Ay2, . . . ,AxN,  AyN) -- r - -  r0 
(21) 
correspond to (differential or finite) deformations of the starting form ~- (ro) or to a form tran- 
sition. Since any vector r may be interpreted as (r - 0), every form 9V(r) may be thought of 
as originating from a deformation of the coincident-points configuration Cp. Therefore, global 
deformations (relative to Cp) will be simply written as r, whereas local (finite or differential) 
deformations will be denoted by Ar (dr). 
Forms correspond to manifolds in the form space (cf. [1]). Given the degrees of freedom for a 
form, one has different manifolds in the form space F: 
9Geometrically, this means for instance that P1 is fixed by equations (19c,d), P3 is constrained by equations (19a,b), 
and P2 may be varied freely (two degrees of freedom). 
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(i) 9v°: a singular form given by fixedcoordinates r °, corresponding to a point in F. Here, a 
square Sq (zero-parameter form) and a rectangle Tie (one-parameter form) may serve as 
examples: 
£q" = (1,0,0, 1 , -1 ,0 ,0 , -1 ) ,  
Tie" = (2, 1, -2 ,  1, -2 ,  -1 ,2 ,  -1) .  
(ii) 9u+: a manifold including size variation of Jr ' :  
9 u+ = p.  7 ' ,  (p E R) 
(p being the size parameter or homothetic ratio), and thus, 
8q + = (p, O, O, p, -p ,  O, O, -p ) ,  






This manifold is a radial line in IF including Cp and the inverse form ~' -  as special cases 
for p = 0 and p -- -1 ,  respectively. 
(iii) ~-o: a manifold including all rotated forms of ~'*. To this end, Jr" will be transformed by 
a rotation matrix R giving 
~-o =/~.  p ,  (24a) 
SqO = (c, s, - s ,  c, -c ,  - s ,  s, - c ) ,  (24b) 
Tie ° = (2c - s, c + 2s, -2c  - s, c - 2s, s - 2c, - c  - 2s, 2c + s, 2s - c) (24c) 
with c - cos ~o and s -= sin ~o. The manifolds 9 u° are circles in IF. 
(iv) $'$: a manifold including size variation (by a size parameter p) and rotat ion/~ of ~":  
$-~ = p . /~ .  P ,  (25a) 
Sq ~ = (cp, sp, - sp ,  cp, -cp ,  - sp ,  sp, -cp)  , (255) 
Tie s = (2pc - ps,pc + 2ps, -2pc  - ps,pc - 2ps,ps - 2pc, 
-pc  - 2ps, 2pc + ps, 2ps - pc).  (25c) 
This manifolds corresponds to a plane in F. 
(v) 9v8: a manifold including all forms given by the variation of the fs  shape parameters of 
that form type. For all zero-parameter forms there is no difference between 9r°  and ~-8: 
Sq ~ = Sq °, Tie ~ = (p, 1, -p ,  1, -p , -1 ,  p, -1 ) .  (26) 
For Tie s, p is the side-lengths ratio a/b of the rectangle. The manifold Tie s is a line in F. 
(vi) $'*: the manifold comprising all size variations of 9w: 
~-. = p.  ~-s, (27a) 
$q* = Sq +, Tie* = (p, -q ,  -p ,q ,  -p ,  -q ,p ,  -q )  . (275) 
Since a standardisation of form sizes is arbitrary, forms will normally be given as 9 r* 
instead of ~-s (see, e.g., Table 3). 1° 
(vii) The manifolds/~. ~-8 and p . /~ .  5 rs have not been given separate symbols. 
l°The parameterised notation used here will also be taken for section planes, e.g., t~(r) ----- (Xl, Yl, 0, 0, 0, 0) stands 
for the (xl,yl) plane in the 6-dimensional form space F. "£" is taken from the German Ebene (plane) to avoid 
confusion of planes with points. 
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The manifolds described above show a general correspondence: The dimension of the resulting 
manifold is given by the number of its independent variables. Thus, e.g., a size or orientation 
variation of a zero-parameter form gives a one-dimensional manifold: for 9 r+ a straight line, or for 
$-o (since here the variable is an angle coordinate) a circle. Since the manifolds ~-+, 9 r°,  and $-e 
contain only forms of identical shapes, they will be termed isomorphic manifolds. Isomorphic 
manifolds are always isosymmetric manifolds, but the reverse is not true. 
Analogous to forms, also the form space dimension may be reduced by separating translations, 
rotation and size variation (for all forms ~" E F). The corresponding form spaces are given in 
Table 1. Examples of IF + are the form spaces for rectangles and trapezoids discussed in Section 2; 
examples of F ° are given in [1, Sections 5.1 and 5.2] (two and three points on a circle). These 
examples demonstrate that the dimension of a form space may also be reduced by a restriction 
to special forms (rectangles, etc.). 
Table 1. The hierarchy of form spaces and their dimensions or degrees of freedom f 
(for N )oints in E2). 
Symbol Form space dimension (f) 
F (general) form space 2N 
F* reduced form space 2N - 2 
F + size (-augmented shape) space 2N - 3 
F ° rotation (-augmented shape) space 2N - 3 
F s shape space 2N - 4 
The shape space does not contain Cp since this degenerate form corresponds to a size (mean 
distance of the points from the origin) of zero in contrast o all other forms. On the other hand, 
for Cp both rotation and size variation are not definedJ 1 Therefore, for an investigation of forms 
including Cp, F* is the appropriate form space. 
The symmetry G(F) of a form space F will be given by the set of all operations G which 
transform the points r of F such that the forms corresponding to r and r '  = G.  r are congruent: 
G(F)=(GI~(r)~- :F(G'r ) ,VrEF}.  (28) 
The symmetry elements of the form space may be interpreted as transforming isomorphic mani- 
folds into one another. 
On the other hand, the points r of F corresponding to forms 9 r with equal symmetry G(~'(r))  
are lumped together in an isosymmetric manifold. The form space F with inscribed isosymmetric 
manifolds will then be termed symmetry space S. 12 The symmetry G(S) of the symmetry space 
will be given by 
G(S) = {G [ G(~- ( r ) )=G ( f  (G .  r ) ) ,  Vr E F} .  (29) 
Since forms of different shapes may have the same symmetry, 
c(s) (ao) 
holds for all form spaces and their corresponding symmetry spaces. 
llFor Cp, both degrees of freedom of rotation and size variation are transformed into degrees of freedom of 
deformation. An analogous phenomenon has been found in vibrations of linear molecules as compared to those of 
nonlinear ones: the degrees of freedom of vibrations (i.e., deformations) amount o 3N - 6 for nonlinear and to 
3N - 5 for linear molecules [6, pp. 17 and 31]. 
12Symmetry spaces will be given the labels of the form spaces in which the isosymmetric manifolds are inscribed 
($, S*, S +, S°). 
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4. TWO POINTS IN A PLANE 
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4.1. Deformat ions  
The Cartesian coordinates r = (Xl, X2, Yl, Y2) of two points in a plane span a four-dimensional 
form space F. If the forms in IF are to originate from deformations of the coincident-points 
configuration Cp, then the reduction of the Cartesian basis has to be done under the symmetry 
of Cp (D~). The characters for the 4-dimensional representation are found to be 
x (E)=4,  X(2 -C~)=4cos~,  X(CC-c)=0.  
Reduction 13 of the representation gives 
(31) 
r = 2E1; (32) 
and after subtraction of the translations Tz and Ty, 14 
F~f = El.  (33) 
Since translations are to be separated from the other coordinates, the proper orthonormal coor- 
dinate set for IF is 
1 
nx = ~(X l  + x2), Translation Tx, 
1 
ny = ~(Y l  + Y2),  Translation Ty, 
1 
nl = ~-~(Xl - x2), Deformation D~, 
1 
n2 = ---~ (Yl - Y2) ,  Deformation D~, 
Vz 
(34) 
so that IF* for two points is the (nt,n2) plane. The deformations nl and n2 both belong to 
symmetry class El; they can be transformed into one another by rotation of the vectors through 
±90 ° (I shall call this a rotational pair of coordinates). Both result in a linear dumbbell-shaped 
form ( "L:d," * - . )  with symmetry D~ when applied to Cp (Figure 4a). The whole form space F* 
outside the origin consists of L:d forms of different sizes and orientations (rotation angles ~). 
A characteristic of nl and n2 is the following. If the degeneracy of Cp is lifted by nt, then 
n2 is the corresponding rotation coordinate for the resulting form and vice versa (Figures 4b,c). 
Arbitrary combinations n = c~ • nl + ~ • n2 (o~ + ~ = 1) give rotated L:d forms for which the 
deformation coordinate is radially oriented (a radius of F*), whereas the rotation coordinate is 
tangential (Figure 4d). This gives rise to a general (orthonormal) formulation of the form space 
coordinates as 
na=cos~.xl+sin~.yl+cos~.x2+sin~.y2, Ta, 
nt=-sincp. Xl-{-cos~o.yl-sin~.x2+cos~.y2, Tt, 
nd= cos~ • Xl -{- sin~ • Yl -- cos~- x2 -- sin~ • Y2, D,  
nr = -s in~.  xt + cos~- yl + sin~o- x2 - cos~) • y2, R. 
(as) 
i3For infinite-dimensional groups, the reduction formula [7, p. 69; 8, p. 96] is not applicable, but the reduction can  
easily be achieved by solving the corresponding system of linear equations. 
14Since only the translations Tx and T~ but not the rotation Rz can be separated if Cp is to be contained in the 
form space under study, the resulting representation has been denoted by F~e f instead of rdo~ as usual. 
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x 
(a) The deformations nl 
and n2 (2). 
(1) 
Y 
(b) Lifting of the degeneracy of 
form Cp by nl and subsequent 
application of n2. 
Y 
d 
2 '  1 
x 
(c) Lifting of the degeneracy of
form Cp by n2 and subsequent 
application of nl. 
D 
(d) Circle containing rotated 
dumbbell forms L:d ° with local 
deformation (D) and rotation 
(R) vectors indicated. 
Y 
"X2,-X ~ XI,X 2 
X 
(e) Ambiguity of the result of 
a reflection ay caused by the 
degeneracy ofCp (see text). 
-x  2 x~ 
(f) Destruction of this ambi- 
guity after lifting the degener- 
acy by a differential deforma- 
tion nl (see text). 
Figure 4. Deformations for two points in a plane. 
For an £d form these coordinates correspond to axial and transversal t rans lat ions (Ta, Tt), to a 
deformat ion (D) and a rotat ion (R) as indicated in equat ion (35). 
The problem of deriving the symmetry  elements which are invariant against  a certain transfor-  
mat ion  is somewhat  more compl icated than in the case of nondegenerate forms. Start ing from Cp, 
one has to keep in mind that  the result of a t ransformat ion is no more unique in this case: since 
several coordinates are super imposed,  one has different possibi l it ies to describe the result of a 
t ransformat ion.  Table 2 contains ome of the transformat ions that  are possible for two coincident 
points. 
Table 2. Ambiguity of the symmetry transformations fortwo points which are coin- 
cident in the origin of the coordinate system (axy and ax# are the mirror lines 45 ° 
and 135 ° from the x axis). 
E C2 ax ay ax~ a=~ 
Xl --Xl OR,--x2 Xl OR, •2 -X l  OR -x2  Yl OR Y2 -Y l  OR. -Y2  
x2 -x2  OR -X l  x2 OR Xl -x2  OR -X l  Y2 OR, Yl -Y2 OR -Y l  
Yl -Y l  OR, -y2  -Y l  OR, -Y2  Yl OR. Y2 Xl OR x2 -X l  OR-x2  
Y2 -Y2 OR -Y l  -Y2 OR -Y l  Y2 OR Yl x2 OP~ Xl -x2  OR -x  1 
To evaluate 5~ • n l  one has to determine 5~ • x l  and ~y • x2 from Table 2. The decision which 
assignment to take may be supported by the following reasoning: Whereas in Cp there are two 
possible assignments (Figure 4e), this degeneracy will be l ifted by a differential deformat ion 
along n l  (F igure 4f). Then 5~ • x l  equals -x2  and not -x l .  For the sake of continuity, this 
assignment will be chosen since it is valid for arb i t rary  extents of deformations n l  including the 
degenerate case nz = 0. In this way, one finds that  n l  and n2 result in D~ = {E, C2,(Tx,ay} , 
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whereas their 1:1 combinations 
1 zl q- Yl -- x2 -- Y2 
n+ = ~-~(nl + n2) = 
2 
1 Xl -- Yl -- x2 + Y2 
n_ = --~ (nl -- n2) = 
2 x/z 
both result in ID~ = {E, C2, a=y, a~}.  
(36) 
4.2. I sosymmetr ic  Man i fo lds  in F and  F* 
Now some section planes of the form space F including the (two-dimensional) form space F* 
are to be discussed. In the plane (n=, ny), n= and n~ correspond to translations of the coincident- 
points configuration Cp along both axes preserving its symmetry (D~). Therefore, the whole 
plane is an isomorphic Cp manifold and likewise an isosymmetric II)~ manifold. Since in both IF 
and S spaces, 2-dimensional continuous translations are symmetry operations, the symmetry of 
both spaces equals E(2), the 2-dimensional Euclidean group (cf. [15, Chapter 4.1; 16, p. 182ff]; 
Figure 5a). 
I 
(a) The (n=,ny) plane: a D~o 
manifold with two-dimensional 
translational symmetry (indi- 
cated by the arrows). 
m m 
mm • : li) * 
(b) The (nx,nl) plane with Dg o (c) The (nl,n2) plane corre- 
along nx and ~)~ otherwise, sponding to F* with D~ in 
the origin and ID~ otherwise. 
The "star" around the origin is 
to indicate the "radial struc- 
ture" of the plane (see text). 
Figure 5. Section planes of the form space F for two points in a plane and the 
symmetries ncountered. The first coordinate is always the abscissa of the plot. 
 
The (n=, nl)  plane displays Cp forms along the nx axis which are transformed into £:d forms as 
soon as nl > 0 (Figure 5b). There exists a continuous translation symmetry along the n= direction 
which is a mirror line as well. Thus, the symmetry of the plane (in F and S) can be described as 
E(1) × D where If) denotes the 1-dimensional mirror group. 
The plane (nl, n2) constitutes the reduced form space F* of the system and contains outside the 
or igin/ :d forms (symmetry ]I)~) of different sizes and orientations (Figure 5c). The symmetry of 
the plane in both F* and •* is IDa. In a sense, the plane has a radial structure: even though the 
symmetry (]I)~) is equal for all points, it is not identical: for every radius in F*, the symmetry lines 
of the corresponding forms are parallel and vertical to this radius. Thus, if a symmetry operation 
for S would be defined such as to transform only identical symmetries (identical orientations 
of the symmetry lines) into one another, then this plane had only I~  symmetry. In this sense, 
every radius of the (nl, n2) plane constitutes a separate isosymmetric ~)~. manifold with differently 
oriented symmetry lines. Then, the origin is the intersection point of infinitely many isosymmetric 
I~  manifolds, and in this point the symmetry lines of all these manifolds are preserved so that a 
ID~ point results. This gives a satisfactory continuity in the description. 
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5. THREE POINTS IN  A PLANE 
5.1. Basis Forms 
The coordinate vector for three points in a plane, r = (xl,Yl,X2,Y2, x3,Y3), spans a 
6-dimensional form space F. Under D*  symmetry, this basis gives the following character values: 
x(E) = 6, X(2"C~) = 6 .cos~,  X(cx~.a) = 0. (37) 
Reduction of this representation results in 
F = 3E1; F~tef = 2.  E l .  (38) 
This shows that all coordinates can be freely combined, and a classification of the deformations 
of the Cp configuration by means of their symmetry classes (which in [1] proved to be very 
useful, also for the derivation of the invariant symmetry elements) is not possible in the case at 
hand. Therefore, I shall concentrate upon orthogonal coordinate sets for the various form spaces, 
regardless of the symmetries of the corresponding forms that lie on these coordinate axes. 
The basic form types for three points in a plane are displayed in Table 3. 
Table. 3. Basis forms built from 3 points in E2(G: symmetry group of the form; 
.T'* (r): coordinate vector in r coordinates for a representative form including shape 
and size variation but not rotation; fs: degrees of freedom of shape variation). 
Symbol Form G Description b TM (r) f s  
Cp * D~ coincident points (0, O, O, O, O, O) 0 
£:g • • • - - .  lI)~ general linear (p + q, O, -p,  O, -q,  O) 1 
£a ® - • D~ asymmetric linear (2p, O, -p,  O, -p,  O) 0 
£o • - • - • ~)~ symmetric linear (p, O, -p,  O, O, O) 0 
(1 point in origin) 
Tg ~ C~ general triangle (p + q, 0, -p,  r, -q,  - r )  2 
Ti  ~-* D~ isosceles triangle (2p, 0, -p,  q, -p,  -q)  1 
Te ~* ~)~ equilateral triangle (2p, 0, -p,  v/3p, -p,  -v~p)  0 
Table 4. Permutation variants of some basis forms built from 3 points. The shorthand 
nomenclature under the heading "Structure" has been described in Footnote 7. The 
six n coordinates (nx, nv, nl ,  n2, n3, n4) of vector .~* (n) are explained in Section 5.2. 
Symbol Structure G $-* (r) ~-* (n) • v~ 
/ :a l  32 -- 1 D~ (2p, 0, -p ,  0, -p ,  0) (0, 0, 6p, 0, 0, 0) 
Z:a2 31 - 2 (-p, 0, 2p, 0, -p,  0) (0, 0, -3p, 0, 3Vr3p, 0) 
£:a3 21 - 3 (-p, 0, -p,  0, 2p, 0) (0, 0, -3p, 0, -3vf3p, 0) 
£gl 3- 2 - 1 D~ (p + q, 0, -p,  0, -q,  0) (0, 0, 3p + 3q, 0, x/3q - v~p, 0) 
£92 3 -1 -2  ( -p,O,p+q,O,-q,O) (O,O,-3p, O,x/3p+2vr3q, O) 
/:93 2 .1 -3  ( -p ,O, -q ,O,p+ q,O) (O,O,--3p, O,--v/3p-- 2vf3q, O) 
Z:ol 3-- 1 - 2 D~ (0,0,p, 0,--p, 0) (0,0, 0, 0, 2Vr3p, 0) 
12o2 3 -- 2 - 1 (p, 0, 0, 0, -p,  0) (0, 0, 3p, 0, v~p, 0) 
Eo3 2-- 3 -- 1 (p, 0 , -p,  0,0,0) (0, 0, 3p,0, --V~p, 0) 
2 1 D~ (2p, 0, -p,  q, -p,  -q)  (0, 0, 6p, 0, 0, 2v~q) T i l  -~ - 
Ti2 3_ _ 2 (-p,  -q, 2p, O, -p,  q) (0, O, -3p, -3q, 3V~p, -~/'3q) 1 
1 3 (-p, q, -p,  -q, 2p, O) (0, O, --3p, -3q, --3v~p, --v~q) Ti3 -~ - 
~rel 2 .1  D~ (2p, 0 , -p ,  v%, -p , -v~p)  (0, 0, 6p, 0, 0, 6p) 
Te2 3 .1  (2p, O, -p, 'v '3p, -p,x/ '3p)  (0, O, 6p, O, O, -6p) 
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. . . . . . . .  
x 1 
(a) Structure of the (Xl, X2) plane of Fx: a D~ 
manifold (/:g forms) cut by three D~ lines (Eo 
forms, see text). 
: oqgeq 
(b) The structure of the (Tz ---- 0) plane in 
Fx: Three D~ lines (£.o forms) in a ~)~ plane 
(/:g forms). The centre is a D~ point (Cp). 
The respective forms have been indicated; the 





(c) The full symmetry of Fx: Three D~ planes 
which intersect in a D~o line along Tx and axe 
embedded in a D~ hyperplane. The (Tx = 0) 
plane has been made to stand out by a dotted 
line. 
Figure 6. 
in correspondence with Section 3.1, the max imum value of f8 is 2N - 4 = 2 (for the most 
general  form, a general tr iangle).  Every further constraint  upon the point  posit ions will reduce 
the number of degrees of freedom by one. Apar t  from Xl + x2 + x3 = 0 and Yl + Y2 -k Y3 = 0, one 
has x l  = 1 and Yl = 0, and for special forms addit ional ly:  fo r / :g :  Y2 = 0; fo r / :o :  Y2 = 0 and 
x~ -- -x l  or x2 = 0; for Ti:  x2 = x3; and for Te: x2 -- x3 and Y2 = ~v~/2  • Xl. 
As has been stated in Section 3.1, a permutat ion  of the vertex points of a form will convert 
this form into a congruent one. In Table 4, permutat ion  variants of some basis forms are l isted. 
Numbers  in the symbols normal ly  indicate the index of a point in an outstanding posit ion with in 
this form. The symbols will be used for the descr ipt ion of manifolds found in the section planes 
of IF and F* (Figures 6,7,9,11). 
There are 3 topological ly  different variants o f / :a  and £o, but  6 variants of £.g (depending on 
which point  is nearest o the reference point; only 3 variants are shown in Table 4). T i  has also 
6 variants:  the three l isted in Table 4 and three more having the reverse order of points when 
circulat ing around the tr iangle (forms (3/2) - 1, etc.), and Te has only two variants.  
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(a) an/:g form having its centre of gravity 
outside the origin: 5 ~ = ÷(a, O, b, O, c, O) 
( ×: points above the plane) and its inverse 





(b) a form analogous to (a) with its centre of 
gravity in the origin: 9 w = ±(a, O, b, O, -a -b ,  O) 
(e: points within the plane). 
Figure 7. Projections onto the (Tx = 0) plane of the points resulting from permu- 
tations of (a) and (b). Form .T in (a) lies on a general position in form space Fx, 
whereas all forms in (b) are constrained to the subspace ~'x (the Tx = 0 plane). 
The planes are oriented like in Figure 6c. In (a), the mirror planes ("m") and C2 
axes ("2") are indicated; the plane in (b) has only mirror lines ("m") apart from the 
C6 axis (centre). 
5.2. I sosymmetr ic  Mani fo lds  in F 
5.2.1. The (Xl, x2,x3) subspace of F: Linear forms 
Let us first explore the (Xl, x2, x3) space (it will be termed Fx for brevity), a 3-dimensional 
orthogonal subspace of ~ containing only linear forms. Starting from the origin (Cp), a displace- 
ment of two points Pi and Pj along the x axis will result in an £g form (~)T) except for xj = -x i ,  
xj = 2x~, and x j  = x j2  (with Xk = 0 in all cases) where an £:o form or its translated variants 
(D~) results. Therefore, the three (x~, xj,0) planes of Fx are ]D~ manifolds crossed by three ID~ 
lines (Figure 6a). Only for xj -- -x i  are the centres of gravity of the resulting/:o forms in the 
origin; these forms lie in the (Tx -- 0) plane which constitutes the x subspace of F* (it will be 
termed F*; Figure 6b). In this very plane, one finds also the/ :a  forms (D~) on the angle bisectors 
between the L:o forms (Figure 6b), the remaining plane is filled with Eg forms (D~; they contain 
/:a and/ :o  as special cases). 
The full symmetry of the Fx subspace is displayed in Figure 6c: Along the translation co- 
ordinate T~ -- xl + x2 ÷ x3, there is a ID~ line (translation of Cp as a whole); the 3 planes 
spanned by Tx and the 3£:0 forms are ]D~ manifolds. Figure 6c depicts the symmetry space Sx 
corresponding to Fx. The full space S~ has ~)6h symmetry; its subspace S* (the Tx -- 0 plane, 
Figure 6b) corresponds to ]D~ (this symmetry will play a prominent role in Section 5.5.3). The 
symmetry of Sx must be the upper limit to the symmetry of Fx (cf. Section 3.2). It turns out, 
however, that the symmetry of Fx is only V3d , a subgroup of Vsh of index 2. This can be seen 
from Figure 7a, where an arbitrary linear form ~" = (a,0, b, 0, c, 0) with a ¢ b ~ c ~ a, its 
permutation variants, and the corresponding inverse forms have been plotted in Fx (for the sake 
of clarity, the projections onto the T~ -- 0 plane have been displayed). The forms corresponding 
to points resulting from a reflection of the × and o points in the (Tx -- 0) plane have been tested 
not to be congruent with the × and o forms. Therefore, the symmetry of the Fx subspace is ]]~3d, 
in contrast to  the D~ symmetry of the F x subspace which can be seen from the / :g  forms with 
centres of gravity in the origin (Figure 7b). 
5.2.2. The (xl, Yl, x2) subspace of F: Triangles 
Since forms having their centres of gravity in the origin will be dealt with in Section 5.4, I 
shall discuss here only the (x l ,y l ,  x2) subspace (or Fx~x for short) of •. It corresponds to a 
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displacement of point P1 within the x, y plane and a concomitant translation of P2 on the x axis 
(P3 remains in the origin). This subspace isone realisation of the six possible subspaces (x~, y~, x j) 
with i, j = 1,2, 3 which all have identical structures. 
The (xl, Yl) plane within ]Fxv= is analogous to the (nl,n2) plane in Section 4.2 except that 
here two points (P2, P3) stay in the origin, whereas the position of PI varies within the x, y plane. 
Therefore, outside the origin the (Xl, Yl) plane consists of £:a forms (D~); the plane has a "radial 
structure" just as the plane in Section 4.2. On the other hand, the (xl, x2) plane of Fxu= has 
already been discussed above; it is a D~ manifold cut by 3 D~ lines (cf. Figure 6a). 
An interesting structure can be found in the (xl,Yl) plane for x2 ¢ 0 (Figure 8a). Here, two 
circular lI)~ manifolds and a straight D~ line intersect in two D~ points (Tel and Te2). From 
Figure 8b, the origination of these manifolds becomes clear: The circles and the vertical ine are 
the positions of P1 (with P3 and P2 fixed in the origin and at constant x2, respectively) where 
a D~ symmetry results. The intersection of the three ]D~ manifolds in Te corresponds to the 
three modes of deformation of an equilateral triangle which preserve one of its three symmetry 
lines (cf. [1]). This problem has already been dealt with in [1, Figure 6]. The circle radii are 
given by R = ~ = Ix21 . Therefore, for varying x2 the circular manifolds become conical 
(Figure 8a). The oblique D~ plane (Figure 8a) can be best redrawn (not shown) in parameterised 
form: Given the constraint x2 = 2 • xl (it corresponds to one of the three conditions for a ]D~ 
manifold; see Section 5.2.1) gives for the plane C to be plotted 
C(r) = (xl, Y2, 2Xl, 0, 0, 0). (39) 
Regarding the forms which correspond to the different intersection points of manifolds in Figure 8b 
confer Figure 11. It can be seen from Figure 8a that the symmetry space S=v= corresponding to




(a) Isosymmetric manifolds in the (xz, yl,X2) 
subspace ofF: Three planes (the D~ symmetry 
in the (Xl, x2) plane is hardly visible) and two 
cones with D~-symmetry forms embedded in a 
C~ volume. Three of the 7 intersection li es of 
cones and planes are D~ lines (bold lines), and 
2 are D~ lines (bold dotted line and full tri- 
angles). Note that the scale for x2 is different 




(b) Scheme of the possible positions for P1 to 
give isosceles triangles when P2 and P3 are 
fixed at the indicated positions (×), see text. 
5.3. Coord inate  Sets  for F* 
The Cartesian basis r = (Xl, Yl, x2, Y2, x3, Y3) spans a 6-dimensional Euclidean form space IF 
which can be reduced by separating the two translations Tx and T v (i.e., constraining the forms to 
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have their centres of gravity in the origin) to give a reduced form space F*. In principle, arbitrary 
coordinates may be used for the investigation of F*. It is best to take orthogonal coordinates, 
and it seems advantageous to have like basis forms on the different coordinate axes. For sym- 
metry considerations, the coordinates must be orthonormal (cf. [11, Section 2.4]). Orthogonal 
coordinate sets can be easily generated by the well-known Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure 
[10, Volume 7, p. 40; 17, p. 147]. If one takes vectors of linear forms as coordinate vectors, then 
the x and y subspaces Fx and Fy can be orthogonalised separately. 
In this paper, I use two orthonormal coordinate sets for F and F*. The first set takes linear 
forms as basis (cf. Figure 6b): 
1 
nx = -~(X l  -~ x2 or- x3), (Tx), 
1 
ny = ~(Y l  + Y2 + Y3), (Ty), 




n2 = ~ (2yl - Y2 - Y3), (£.al, 90°), 
1 
n3 = ~-~(x2 -- x3), (£01,0°), 
1 
n4 = ~(Y2  -- Y3), (£01, 90°). 
Since translations are to be separated, they have been denoted separately. The corresponding 
transformation matrix b'rn for a transformation from r into n coordinates i
0 V~ 01 v~ 01 v~ 
2 0 - 
Urn = 1 /v~ 0 2 0 - 0 - 
o o v ~ O - o ~ O  
o o o 4~ v~,  
(41) 
The position of the coordinate axes within the (Tx = 0) plane can be seen from Figure 6b. There 
it becomes evident hat there are no two orthogonal forms of ID~ symmetry in this plane so that 
different basis forms must be chosen for the coordinate axes. 
The second coordinate set uses the two possible types of equilateral triangles (Te) as basis: 
1 
ms = -~(2X l  + 2X2 --~ 2x3), 
1 
my = ~(2y l  + 2y2 + 2y3), 
1 
ml = ~ ,  (2x l  - x2  + v~y2 - ~3 - v~v3)  
1 v~x2 Y2 + ~¢~X3 Y3), -~  = ~ (2y l  - - - 
1 





(Tel, 90 °), 
(~re2,0°), 
(Te2, 90 °). 
(42) 
As coordinate systems for the form space F*, one may use the vectors n = (nl, n2, n3, n4) or 
equally well m = (ml, m2, m3, m4) with nx = ny = mx = my = 0. 
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5.4. I sosymmetr ic  Man i fo lds  in F* 
Now isomorphic and isosymmetric manifolds in section planes of F* along diverse coordinate 
axes will be discussed. For all zero-parameter forms (£a, Eo, Te, but not Cp), both rotation and 
size variation exist so that they must occupy a two-dimensional manifold (plane) in F*. For a 
one-parameter form (e.g., Ti) ,  shape variation plus size variation give a two-dimensional manifold 
(the plane of rectangles in Section 2.1 may serve as example), but rotation of all these forms will 
not result in a 3-dimensional but instead in a 4-dimensional manifold) 5
For a visualisation of the manifolds belonging to individual forms, it is easy to get 5 v$ (n) from 
a rotation of ~'+(r) and subsequent coordinate transformation: 
5V$(n) = U.../~e. ~'+(r) (43) 
( /~v~: 6-dimensional triple-rotation matrix, cf. Section 5.5.1). For some typical forms one finds: 
1 
gal ~ (n) -= ~ (6pc, 6ps, 0, 0), (44a) 
v ~ 
1 
£a2 ~ (n) = -~ (-3pc,-3ps, 3v/-3pc, 3v~ps), (44b1 
£a3 ~ (n) = ~(-3pc ,  -3ps, -3v~pc, -3v/3ps), (44c) 
£o l * (n )  = -~6(0, 0, 2v/-3pc, 2v/3ps), (44d) 
1 
£02 $ (n) = -~ (3pc, 3ps, V~pc, x/3 PSI, (44e1 
1 
£o35(n) = -~(3pc,  3ps,-v/'3pc,-v/3ps), (44f) 
1 Tel e (n) = ~ (6pc, 6ps, -6ps, 6pc), (44g) 
1 
Te2 ~ (n) = ~ (6pc, 6ps, 6ps, -6pc), (44h) 
T i l 1 ¢ (n) = -~ (6pc, 6ps, - 2v/3 qs, 2x/3 qc) , (44i) 
T i12e(n)  = ~(6pc ,  6ps, 2v/-3qs, -2vf3qc), (44j) 
(c -- cos~, s = sin qo). It is obvious that the rotation o f / :a l  occurs in the (nl,n2) plane, and that 
of £o l  in the (n3, n4) plane since the coordinates have been chosen this way. For other forms, the 
rotation of the particular 5r° form (p = 1) can be visualised by plotting the four n coordinates in 
the two absolutely perpendicular 16 planes (nl, n2) and (n3, n4). Then the rotation trajectory ~-o 
in F* gives a circle in each plane as can be inferred from equations 44 (Figure 9). Different signs 
of sine and cosine terms and combinations of sine and cosine in one coordinate (e.g., for Ti forms, 
not shown) mean different phase angles of both circular movements depending on the position of 
the starting point. Passing from ~° to ~'+ by making the parameter p variable gives two rotating 
lines in both the (nl, n2) and (n3, n4) planes; these lines span the manifold 5 vS. 
Of course, for every form ~-° one may alternatively use the form vectors for this very form and 
for its 90°-rotated variant to get the coordinate axes of the corresponding rotation plane. It is 
15This may easily be checked: The matrix containing the vectors of two Till forms ((2/3) - 1) with different 
distances P2P3 and their 90°-rotated variants has rank four. 
16In 4-dimensional space, two planes are termed absolutely perpendicular if every line in one plane is orthogonal to 
every line in the other. Both planes then intersect in only a single point. To every central plane there is exactly one 
absolutely perpendicular central plane [18]. Since the planes (nl, n2) and (rt3, rt4) are absolutely perpendicular, 
they can be viewed as complementary forthe description of points and lines in 4-dimensional space. 
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(~1,n2) (~3,n4) (nl,n2) (n3,n4 
(a) Linear forms: L:al (1), L:a2 (2), L:a3 (3), 
£ol (4), L:o2 (5), and l:o3 (6). 
(b) Triangles: Tel (7), Te2 (8), Till (9), and 
Ti12 (10). 
Figure 9. Rotations of forms ~'* in F ° described by trajectories in the two absolutely 
perpendicular planes (nl, n2) and (n3, ha). All trajectories are passed counterclock- 
wise. 
also possible to write this rotation plane in a parameterised way: from Te l$(n)  (equation (44g)) 
one derives 
Te l$(n)  = (r, s, - r ,  s) (45) 
(r, s: variable parameters, usable as coordinates of the rotation plane of Tel). It is easy to 
convince oneself that the planes for Te le (n)  and Te2e(n) are absolutely perpendicular, 17 and 
thus, may be used for the construction of an orthogonal coordinate set as it has been done with 
the in coordinates. 
In Figure 10, diverse sections of F* along n coordinates are displayed. The (nl, n2, 0, 0) plane 
(not shown) is the rotation plane of L:al forms as stated above. It contains the ]I)~o point in the 
origin and D~ forms of different orientations otherwise, and has a "radial structure" (vide supra). 
In the (nl, 0, n3, 0) plane (Figure 10a), the three L:o e planes are cut to give 3 lines embedded 
in D~. The 90°-rotated £:o variants lie in the (0, n2, 0, n4) plane which looks the same (not shown). 
The equations of the £:o $ lines can be easily derived by equating the expressions for the section 
plane and the/ :o  e manifolds; for instance, 
L:o2e(n) = ~6 ( 3pc, 3p8, V~ pc, v~ ps) = (nl, O, n3, O) (46) 
gives 3ps =_ 3p. sin~ = 0 or ~ = 0°,180 °, and by substitution cos(0°, 180 °) = =t=l. From this, 
it follows that in the (nl, n3) plane, £o2 (~ = 0 °) and its inverse £:o2- (~ = 180 °) lie on a line 
given by n3 = nl/v/3 as it has been found in Figure 10a. 
The (nl,0,0,n4) plane (Figure 10b) displays the D~ lines of Tel  and Te2 and the L:ol line 
When deforming an equilateral triangle (Te), there are 3 ways leading to isosceles triangles 
(Ti): in 7"/, either P1 (Til),  P2 (7"/2), or P3 (7"/3) lies on the preserved symmetry line. The three 
deformations have already been shown in Figure 8b. This is, however, only one case of several 
possible ways with different opologies. Two of them are shown in Figures 10c,d and analysed in 
Figures l la,b. In both cases, 2 of the 3 D~ manifolds are circular. The two transitions from Tel  
to Te2 occur via L:al (D~) or via Lol (D~). In both cases, Ti  triangles are found as intermediate 
forms (Figure 11). 
Whereas in Figures 10c,d the Ti2 and Ti3 manifolds are circular, in other section planes these 
manifolds may be noncircular (Figures 10e,f,g). In Figures 10e,f the T i l  manifold connects Te l  
and Te2, and the transition occurs via L:al (Figure 10e) or via L:ol (Figure 10f). In Figure 10g, 
17This can be done by equating the parameters in the representations of Tel  e (n) and Te2 e (n) (equations(44g,h)). 
Equality can be established only for p -- 0 and/or cos ~o ---- sin ~o = 0. This means that only P = (0, 0, 0, 0) lies in 
both planes. 
9 
r "  
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(a) (hi, O, n3, 0 
(e) (nl, 1,n3,0) 
(i) (nl, O, 1, ha) 
(b) (nl, 0, 0, n4) (¢) (nl, n2, 1, 0) 
• .. . .  
1 r\ 
Jk 
(f) (~tl,0, n3, 1) (g) (nl, 1, n3, 1) 
(d) (1, 0, n3, n4) 
(h) (n l , l ,0 ,  rt4) 
(j) (nl, 1, 1, na) (k) (nl, 1,n3,0.1) (1) (nl,0.05, n3, 1) 
Figure 10. Section planes of F* along n coordinate axes. The first n coordinate 
is taken as abscissa, the second as ordinate. They intersect in the centres of the 
pictures. 
(a) via form Eol (D~) 
n 
(b) via form Eal  (D~) 
Figure 11. The two typical transitions between the equilateral triangles Te l  and Te2. 
however, the transition between Tel and Te2 occurs via Tg forms (C~) and crosses a diagonally 
oriented Eg manifold (D~). 
In Figures 10h,i, we have a vertical, respectively, horizontal £g manifold (D~) which contains 
higher-symmetric forms (£o, D~) and also degenerate forms (£a, D~) where D~ manifolds cross. 
In the (nl, 1, 1, n4) plane (Figure 10j) the rotation plane of Te2 has been cut; combinations l+n4 
deform the rotated Te forms normally to Tg forms (C~) except for two rotation angles where Ti 
forms (D~) result. From here originate D~ manifolds intersecting two further [:.g (D~) manifolds 
in 2 D~ points (£o2, £o3) and 2 D~ points (£a3, £a2). Figures 10k,1 display intermediate planes 
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between Figure 10a and Figures 10e,f when n4 or n2 axe only slightly changed. 
Figure 12 displays ections of F* along m coordinates. The (ml, m2, 0, 0) plane is the rotation 
plane of Tel; (0, 0, m3, m4) is the rotation plane of Te2 (not shown); both are ]D~ planes. The 
planes (ml, 0, m3,0) and (ml, 0, 0, m4) (Figures 12a,b) illustrate the transition from ~)~o symme- 
try to diverse subgroup symmetries. Here it will be noticed that, in the (ml, 0, m3,0) plane, the 
combinations ml +m3 and ml -m3 are not equivalent: he first one transforms Cp into £:al (~)~), 
the latter, however, into/:ol  (D~). In Figure 12b, we have Tel  (horizontally), :Te2 (vertically), 
and two L:g manifolds (diagonally). 
(a) (ml, 0, m3,0) 
~ 
'x\.  / 
,.\ * / /  
(b) (ml, 0, 0, m4) 
\ d i! i ,  
(C) (ml, m2, 1, 0) (d) (ml, 1, 0, m4) 
Figure 12. Section planes of F* along m coordinate axes. The first rn coordinate is
taken as abscissa, the second as ordinate; both intersect in the centres of the pictures. 
Especially interesting is the (ml, m2, 1,0) plane (Figure 12c): here, the 3 deformation modes 
of Te2 which give Ti forms are arranged radially, and Te2 is circled by an L:g manifold which 
intersects the 3 Ti manifolds in 3 L:o points (D~) and 3 L:a points (II)~). In Figure 12d, the 
(ml, 1,0, m4) plane is displayed where the Tel  rotation plane is cut on the abscissa, and tran- 
sitions to Ti3, T i l ,  and Ti2 originate from three rotated Te forms (vertical ines, from left to 
right). Intersection points of the D~ manifolds are again/203,/:02, L;ol, and L:al,/:a3, L:a2 (from 
above left). 
5.5. The Symmetry  of the Form Space F* 
5.5.1. Four -d imens ional  symmetry  
After having shown the orientation of different manifolds within F*, the question of the symme- 
try of F* itself has to be dealt with. To this end, we have to look for four-dimensional symmetries 
of this space. Such symmetry operations have been investigated in four-dimensional crystallog- 
raphy [19-24]. The following facts and notations regarding 4-dimensional symmetries should be 
kept in mind: 
(i) Coordinates of the 4-dimensional space will be denoted by w, x, y, z [22-24] to have less 
voluminous indices. The assignment is taken to be w -= nl, x = n2, y - n3, z _= n4. 
(ii) Symbols of symmetry operations in ]E 4 are to a great extent analogous to the ones in E 3. 
Following Weigel et al. [19-21], reflections will be denoted by M instead of m (Hermann- 
Manguin) or a (Schoenflies). In contrast to the Schoenflies nomenclature for E 3 where the 
invariant subspace of an operation is indicated (e.g., C2z or  axy), indices at the symbols n 
and M will refer to the variant subspaces of the operations [19-21]. Examples are: 
0!) (i00i/ -1 /2  1 o (47) 
3xy ---- /2  -1 /2  , M~ = 0 -1 ' 
0 0 0 
(iii) In E 4, there are only two general types of symmetry operations: first, a general double- 
rotation n.m (equation (48a)) with determinant +1 including the identity E and the 
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homothety T (see footnote is) i4 ~ 2.2 (equation (48b)), and secondly a general rotoreflec- 
tion (rotoinversion) (equation (48c)) with determinant -1  including a normal inversion 
(equation (48d)): 
cos ~a - sin qo 0 0 
[ sin ~ cos q0 0 0 
nwx'mYz= ~ 00 0 cos¢ -sin~b 
0 sin !b cos ¢ 
2 .2 - - i4 - ( -1 ) .E= 0 -1  0 
0 0 -1  ' 
0 0 0 - 
(i °° °0 / M~.nu~ = -1  0 0 cosqo -sin~p ' 
0 sinqo cos~ / 
Iwxy -- Mw.2xy - Mx.2~ u - Mu.2~ = 0 -1  0 
0 0 -1  ' 





2~ and ¢ = -~. The last example shows that there is plenty of ambiguity in the with q0 = -~-
interpretation of 4-dimensional symmetry operations. 
(iv) Whereas reflections in ]]~3 have a plane as invariant subspace (symmetry element), in E 4 
they occur in a hyperplane (volume, cf. the matrix in equation (47)). Analogously, a
rotation in E 4 has a variant plane (in which points are rotated about its centre) and 
a point-by-point invariant plane (the analogue of the "rotation axis" of E3). Since the 
notion "rotation plane" is used for the variant plane [20], I shall term the invariant plane 
"rotation hyperaxis." Inversions I in E 4 have lines as symmetry elements (invariants). 
(v) Double-rotations (designated by n.m) are about two absolutely perpendicular planes, e.g.: 
cosqa - s in~ 0 0 
| sin ~ cos qa 0 0 
n~.myz- -  ~ ~ 0 cosg; - s ine  
0 sin ¢ cos ~b 
/ cosqo 0 - s in~ 0 
/ o cos ¢ 0 - sin ¢ 
n,oy.rnxz = / sincp 0 cos~ 0 
\o  sin q; 0 cos 
, (49a) 
(49b) 
27r (qa 2~ and ¢ = ~) ,  and only the centres of these planes are invariant. They correspond ---n- 
to the double-rotation point as invariant of the whole operation. In the notation of double 
rotations 2.2, the indices have been omitted since all combinations of (2 × 2) indices of 
the coordinate axes are equivalent. 
iSThe notion "homothety P' refers to the negative identity matrix whose order is equal to the dimension of the 
Euclidean space. Note that the character of the respective symmetry operation depends on the dimension of En: 
it is a reflection for n -- 1, a rotation for n = 2, an inversion for n = 3, and a double rotation for n = 4 (cf. [25]). 
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Generally, a rotation is equivalent to two reflections and vice versa. In E 3, the intersection 
line of the mirror planes corresponds to the rotation axis, and the rotation angle is twice 
the intersection angle (dihedral angle) of the mirror planes [26]. In principle, all symmetry 
operations and their combinations can be represented using a "mirror calculus" based on 
this fact [26], but because of ambiguities in the decomposition [19] this method will not 
be used here. 
5.5.2. Symmetry  analysis  
To determine the symmetry of the form space IF*, I proceeded as follows. First, the section 
planes of F* (Figure 10) have been checked for the existence of symmetry operations in them. 
The transformation matrices of the operations found have been combined to generate the group 
table of the complete group. In the end, the operations of this group and (as a test) also other 
operations (e.g., rotations through other angles) have been applied to the different basis forms to 
be sure that they preserve the particular symmetries and to see whether the group is complete. 
In search of symmetry operations in the section planes of IF*, the rules valid in ~3 have been 
generalised for the 4-dimensional space: 
(i) In E 3 the z axis constitutes a Cn axis if the planes (x, y, a) exhibit a Ca symmetry for 
arbitrary constant values z = a. From this arises: In E 4 the (y, z) plane is a C,  hyperaxis 
if the planes (w, x, a, b) display a Cn symmetry for arbitrary constant values y = a, z = b. 
(ii) In ]F~ 3the x, y plane is a mirror plane if the planes (x, y, +a) display an identical appearance 
for arbitrary constant pairs of values z = ±a. 
In other words, 
y, -a))  = G(7(z,  y, +a)) (50) 
must hold if the symmetry of the symmetry space is to be determined, or else 
~'(x, y, -a )  -~ ~'(x, y, +a) (51) 
(-~: congruent), i.e., 
7(x, y, -a) e y, +a) (52) 
must hold for the symmetry of the form space. The generalisation for E 4 gives: In E 4 the (w, x, y) 
hyperplane constitutes a mirror hyperplane if the hyperplanes (w, x, y, =t=a) for arbitrary constant 
pairs of values z = ~a have identical appearances. For a first check, only the three principal 
planes (w, x), (w, y), and (x, y) have been examined. 
5.5.3. The  symmetry  group of the  symmetry  space S* 
The identity E is a trivial symmetry operation of the space under study. As has been stated 
in Section 3.1, the inverse form ~-- belonging to a certain form 9 r must be congruent with ~" so 
that the 6-dimensional homothety i (it is, in fact, a triple rotation 2.2.2) must be a symmetry 
operation of F. Coordinate transformation gives ~'-(n) = ( -nx , -n~, -n l , -n2 , -n3 , -n4)  so 
that for nx -- ny -- 0 the transformation 9 v --* ~-  corresponds to the 4-dimensional double 
rotation 2.2 which must, therefore, be a symmetry operation of F*. 
From the pictures in Figure 10 and the appearances of additional sections which have been 
calculated according to the rules in Section 5.5.2, it became vident hat all planes containing 
two n coordinate axes are twofold rotation hyperaxes. This means that we have the following 
additional operations: 2~x, 2w~, 2wz, 2x~, 2xz, 2~z. Together with 2.2 and E, these operations 
constitute an Abelian group of order 8. 
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It has already been stressed that also the permutations of point indices must be symmetry 
operations of F. The 6-dimensional permutation matrices for r coordinates, e.g., 
P =(312)= 
(i000 ii (i 00010 00000  ° 000000  
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 , Ps -- (321) -- 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(53) 
may be transformed into n coordinates and rewritten so as to transform ~'(n) instead of 5r(r). 
This procedure yields 
o o (1 o o 1
P1 =(123)= 0 1 ' P2=(132)= 0 0 -1  ' 
0 0 0 0 0 - 
P3=(213)= 0 -h  0 -h  0 d 
d 0 h ' P4 = (231) = _ 0 -h  0 
0 d 0 -d  0 -h  
0 ) ( i  0- 0 
P5=(312)= 0 -h  0 -h  0 -d  
d 0 -h  , P6 = (321) = _ 0 h 0 
0 d 0 -d  0 h 
(54) 
(h --=- 1/2, d - x/~/2). It is easy to check that these operations are indeed 
a transformation 
Y(r) =  nr"  rn" 
symmetry operations: 
(55) 
simply exchanges the point coordinates. 
The permutation matrices in equation (54) have to be interpreted. It is easy to see that P1 - E 
and P2 -= 2yz. The other permutations can be either rotations nhk (within the (h, k) plane about 
its centre through an angle of ~ = ~)  or reflections trek (where the reflection lines lie within the 
(h, k) plane and are rotated through an angle e off the h axis): 19 
(cos~ -s in~ (cos2e s in2e)  (56) 
nhk = \ sin ~v cos ~ } ' trek = \ sin 2e -- cos 2e ' 
It turns out that P4 and P5 are threefold ouble rotations whereas P3 and P6 are double reflec- 
tions in two mirror lines located in the (w,y) and (x, z) planes and inclined by 60 ° and 120 °, 
respectively, against the w and x axes (see Table 5). It is remarkable that the permutation 
symmetries in E 3 appear as simple 4-dimensionai geometric symmetries here. 
The combination of the four new permutation symmetry operations with the group of order 8 
gives a group G'(]F*) of order 24. The members of this group are listed in Table 5. The group 
table of the group G~(]F *) is given in Table 6. The symmetry operations listed in Table 5 form 
a crystallographic symmetry group of E 4, namely, the group 21/04 of system 21, family XVI 
which is termed dihexagonal-orthogonai G(2, 3)-centered [21]. Thus, in summary, one finds a 
doubly hexagonal symmetry which is reaiised in two absolutely perpendicular planes (therefore 
"dihexagonal"). This is exactly the symmetry which has been found in the two coordinate planes 
19The direction of the mirror line itself and additionally the plane which is absolutely perpendicular to the (h, k) 
plane will then form the 3-dimensional invariant hyperplane. This is not the usual notation of 4-dimensional 
crystallography, but it has been adopted because it makes a simple interpretation of the results possible. 
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Table 5. The 24 symmetry operations of the symmetry group G'(S*). 
Symbol Operation Permutation Symbol Operation Permutation 
0 0 o 0 = 2~z P2 A 6w~.6xz : E P1 = (123) M aw~.~xz = (132) 
1 1 --30 --30 B 6wy.6xz N Owy.Oxz 
2 2 1 1 --60 --60 C 6wy.6xz : 3w•.3xz t'5 = (312) O P3 --- (213) o~tvy .Oxz  
3 3 --90 --90 : 2w x D 6wu.6zz = 2wu.2xz P ,.,wy.Ozz 
4 4 -1 -1 _120 _120 (321) E 6wu.6zz = 3wu.3xz P4 = (231) Q P6 = u ~]  .u  x z 
5 5 --I --i --150 --150 F 6wzl.6xz = 6wy.6:r z R '-'wy "Uxz 
C Ro •0+3:2xz S -0 -90 :2zy  
v~.tJ~l •~xz  °w: r  " °acz  
H A1 I~I+3 __ 1 --i --30 __120 -wy .~zz  -- 6w~.3=z T Owu.t, zz 
I 1:12 A2q-3 1 --1 --60 __150 vwy.~xz  : 3wy.6zz  U owy. t ,  xz 
J R3 A3+3 = 2wy V _90 _o = 2wz 
I~ ~14 A4+3 --I 1 --120 --30 ~wy' -zz  : 3wy.6xz W Owy .Ozz 
L ~5 A5+3 - i  1 _150 _60 vw~._zz = 6wy.3xz X ° wy "-" xz 
Table 6. Group table of the symmetry group G'(S*). The symbols of the operations 
are explained in Table 5. The first column contains the first operation, the headline 
the second. 
1~ ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 
A: ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 
B: BCDEFAHI JKLGRMNOPQXSTUVW 
C: CDEFABI JKLGHQRMNOPWXSTUV 
D: DEFABCJKLGHIPQRMNOVWXSTU 
E: EFABCDKLGHI JOPQRMNUVWXST 
F: FABCDELGHI JKNOPQRMTUVWXS 
G: GHI JKLABCDEFSTUVWXMNOPQR 
H: H I  J KLGBCDEFAXSTUVWl : tMNOPQ 
I: I JKLGHCDEFABWXSTUVQRMNOP 
J: JKLGHIDEFABCVWXSTUPQRMNO 
K: KLGHI JEFABCDUVWXSTOPQRMN 
L: LGHI JKFABCDETUVWXSNOPQRM 
M: MNOPQRSTUVWXABCDEFGHI JKL  
N: NOPQRMTUVWXSFABCDELGHI JK  
O: OPQRMNUVWXSTEFABCDKLGHI J  
P: PQRMNOVWXSTUDEFABCJKLGHI  
Q: QRMNOPWXSTUVCDEFABI JKLGH 
R: RMNOPQXSTUVWBCDEFAHI JKLG 
S: STUVWXMNOPQRGHI JKLABCDEF 
T: TUVWXSNOPQRMLGHI JKFABCDE 
U: UVWXSTOPQRMNKLGHI JEFABCD 
V: VWXSTUPQRMNOJKLGHIDEFABC 
W: WXSTUVQRMNOPI JKLGHCDEFAB 
X: XSTUVWRMNOPQHI JKLGBCDEFA 
(n l ,n3)  and (n2,n4) (see Figure 6b). The "double reflections" Mh.Mk may be subst i tuted by 
equivalent twofold rotat ions (cf. Section 5.5.1), but  it is more vivid to interpret  hem as correlated 
reflections in both  orthogonal  planes since then these mirror lines correspond to the mirror  lines of 
the D~ symmetr ies  within both planes. From Figure 6b it becomes also clear that  rotat ions which 
are symmetry  operat ions of F* must occur in the (nl ,  n3) plane (whose axes are combinat ions of 
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the x coordinates of the points) and in the (n2, ha) plane (combinations of y coordinates) so that 
the resulting double rotations are of the type n~v.nzz (cf. equation (49b)) instead of nwz.nvz(Cf. 
equation (49a)). 
It  must be stressed that the group G'(F*) listed in Tables 5 and 6 is not the complete symmetry 
of the symmetry space S* corresponding to F* for the following reason. Since any rotation of 
a general form ~'(r) = (Xl, Yl, x2, Y2, x3, Y3) through an arbitrary angle ~o (it corresponds to a 
6-dimensional rotation R ,~)  gives a congruent form ~'t(r), this rotation must be a symmetry 




9V'(n) = ~ n~ cos~ - ny sin~, nx s in~ + n~ cos~, nl cos~ - n2 sin~, 
nl sin ~ + n2 cos ~, n3 cos ~ - n4 sin ~, n3 sin ~ + n4 cos ~) ,  (58) 
i.e., for nx = ny -~- 0 the triple rotation of IF corresponds to a double rotation R~ of IF*. Since 
may be differentially small, the infinite-fold double rotation ~x.  ¢X~z must be a symmetry 
operation of IF* (and, therefore, of S*). This very operation makes the complete symmetry a
noncrystallographic one. A deeper investigation of the symmetry group of S* is underway. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The analysis presented here will be continued for 4 points in a plane in Part I I  of this paper. 
Besides the extension to four points, the types of manifold topologies in section planes of F* (a 
theme which has already been dealt with in [1]) will especially be considered there on the basis 
of the broader material from four points. Also, the general discussion of the results will be left 
to Part I I  [11]. 
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